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Authority 

This hearing was conducted pursuant to Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 118E, Chapter 30A, 
and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder. 

Jurisdiction 

Through a notice dated , Through a notice dated March 5, 2012, MassHealth denied appellant's 
application for MassHealth benefits because MassHealth determined that assets held in trust are 
countable and exceed program limits (see 130 CMR 520.003, 520.023 and Exhibit 1). The 
appellant filed this appeal in a timely manner on March 23, 2012 (see 130 CMR 610.015(B) and 
Exhibit 2). A hearing was held on May 22, 2012, and the hearing record remained open until June 
22, 2012 for the submission of legal memoranda (Exhibits 6, 7). Denial of assistance is valid 
grounds for appeal (see 130 CMR 61 0.032). 

Action Taken by MassHealth 

MassHealth denied appellant's application for MassHealth long-term care benefits. 

Issue 

The appeal issue is whether MassHealth was correct, pursuant to 130 CMR 520.003, 520.023, in 
determining that assets held in trust are countable to appellant and exceed program limits. 
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Summary of Evidence 

The MassHealth representative testified that appellant entered a skilled nursing facility on 
September 22, 2011. A MassHealth long term care application was submitted on her behalf on 
January 25, 2012, seeking MassHealth eligibility beginning November 9, 2011. On March 5, 2012, 
MassHealth denied appellant's MassHealth application due to assets in excess of program limits 
comprised of $367,299 in real estate held in trust and deemed countable to appellant (Exhibit 1 ). 

At.iss,ue is a trust drafted in 2004 (Exhibit 9). The trust is an irrevocable trust and appellant is the 
grantor ofthe trust. Appellant's husband predeceased the creation of the trust. On June 17, 2004, 
appellant transferred her real estate to the trust, with herself and two of her children serving as 
trustees. Trust provisions include the following uncontested provisions: 

Clause 3 states that the applicant as Grantor, among other things: (1) has the right to alter the order 
and number of successor trustees; (2) reserved the power, exercisable at any time or form time to 
time, by written instrument during life or by will of the Grantor, or any codicil thereto, to appoint ~ 
any part or all of the principal or income of the trust to any of the Beneficiaries, outright or upon ~ 
trusts, conditions or limitations, as the Grantor may specify. This power shall include the power to 
make lifetime gifts; (3) does not retain any interest in the principal of the Trust; and ( 4) does not 
reserve any right to amend or revoke any provision of the Trust. 

Clause 4.1 provides that during the lifetime o the applicant, the Trustee shall distribute Trust 
income to appellant no less than quarterly. 

Clause 4.2 states that the Trustee has discretion to distribute principal to and among any one or 
more of the beneficiaries; and there is no language in this provision stating the Trustee may not 
distribute any principal to the Grantor. 

Clause 5 governs distribution of Trust assets after the death of the Grantor. There is no 
acknowledgement in this provision of the power of appointment retained by the Grantor in Clause 
3.2. 

Clause 6 gives the Trustees wide powers to deal with Trust assets which may be exercised without 
notice to any beneficiary or leave of a court. In exercising these powers, any Trustee may act alone. 
Clause 6.1 gives the Trustee the power to invest and reinvest Trust property. Clause 6.4 provides 
that the Trustee may borrow money or other property and pledge or grant any interest in real or 
personal property of the Trust as security. Clause 6.5 provides that the Trustee may pay as income 
the whole of interest, dividends, rents or similar receipts from property. Clause 6.7 states that the 
Trustee may hold, purchase, dispose of or otherwise deal with life insurance, annuities, endowment 
policies or other forms of insurance on the life or lives of any beneficiary or beneficiaries .. . for the 
benefit of any beneficiary of the Trust, and to pay the premiums and costs therefore from the 
principal or income of the Trust. Clause 6.11 provides that the Trustee may sell or divide real or 
personal property for distribution, and such determinations shall be conclusive. 
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MassHealth analyzed the Trust under provisions of 42 USC§ 1396p(d), and 130 CMR 520.023(C), 
as the Trust is irrevocable and dated after 1993. Specifically, MassHealth argues that under 130 
CMR 520.023(C)(l)(a), 42 USC § 1396p(d)(3)(B)(i); and 42 USC § 1396p(d)(2)(B), 42 USC § 
1396p(d)(2)(C)(ii), there are circumstances under Trust provisions that would allow appellant to 
access the corpus of the Trust, and therefore the resources are considered available and countable to 
appellant. Citing Doherty-v. Director of the Office of Medicaid, 74 Mass. App. Ct. 439, 443 
(2009);.-MassHealth argues that although Clause 3 of the Trust states that the appellant does not 
retain any interest in Trust principal, the countability of Trust principal is not predicated on merely 
one Trust provision, and the whole of the instrument must be reviewed. MassHealth notes that 
pursuant to Clause 3 of the Trust, appellant retained as the Grantor a power of appointment that 
allows her to control trust principal and income during her lifetime and by Will. In addition, the 
power of appointment includes the power to make lifetime gifts without limitation. MassHealth 
asserts that the power to appoint the principal and make lifetime gifts renders the principal within 
appellant's control in her capacity as Grantor as there is no limitation on the power of appointment 
as there is no limitation on the Grantor's ability to gift the principal to herself under Clause 3.2. 
MassHealth also asserts under Clause 6 of the Trust that appellant, in her capacity as Trustee, or any 
other Trustee, can convert the trust principal to income producing property such as an annuity, 
which would then be payable to appellant as the income beneficiary under Clause 4.1. Citing 
Cohen v. Comm'r, Division ofMedical Assistance, 423 Mass. 399,416 (1996), MassHealth argues 
that because there are circumstance under which principal can be made available or used for 
appellant's benefit, the trust principal is countable in determined appellant's MassHealth eligibility. 

In a post hearing memorandum, appellant counsel asserts that Clause 4.2 of the Trust does not need 
to specifically state that the Grantor cannot access Trust principal because the Grantor is precluded 
from accessing principal in Clause 3.4. Second, counsel asserts that Clause 4.2 permits principal 
distributions only to a class of persons consisting of the Beneficiaries, and as the Grantor is not a 
beneficiary, then principal distributions may not be made to the Grantor and thus satisfies 130 CMR 
520.023(C)(l), and federal law at 42 USC Sec. 1396p (d)(3)(B)(i). Counsel argues that pursuant to 
Doherty, the Trust is drafted in a way that insulates trust assets in a Medicaid determination. 

Appellant counsel further avers that the special power of appointment reserved by the Grantor in 
Clause 3.2 cannot be read as allowing principal to be distributed to the Grantor. · Clause 3.2 reads: 

The Grantor reserved the power, exercisable at any time, or from time to time, by written 
instrument during life or by the will of the Grantor, or any codicil thereto, to appoint any part 
or all of the principal or income of the trust to any of the Beneficiaries, outright or upon such 
trusts, conditions or limitations, as the Grantor may specify. This power shall include the 
power to make lifetime gifts. 

Counsel argues that it is irrelevant whether or not the special power of appointment in Clause 3.2 
does not provide appellant as Grantor access to Trust principal. Whether or not appellant has 
control over Trust assets is irrelevant to a Medicaid determination as it does not alter the irrevocable 
nature of the Trust. Counsel argues that MassHealth cannot assume that Trust beneficiaries who 
appellant's children and their issue, will collude to change Trust beneficiaries to allow appellant to 
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access principal. 1 Appellant further asserts that 130 CMR 520.023 limits the analysis of whether or 
not trust principal is accessible to the terms described in the terms of the trust, and does not. allow 
the presumption of collusion between the parties to the trust. 

Appellant argues that the right to convert assets to income-producing property does not make the 
Trust countable to appellant as appellant is prohibited from receiving principal under Clause 3.4 of 
the Trust, which therefore precludes her ability to purchase an immediate annuity which would 
constitute a distribution of principal. Counsel also avers that the MassHealth interpretation of the 
Trust is contrary to the Uniform Probate Code, and common law governing trusts, and would "gut 
the law of irrevocable trusts." 

In a response memorandum2
, MassHealth argues that the analysis of the Trust is governed by the 

federal Medicaid statute dictating the treatment of trusts, case law interpreting the statute, as well as 
the policy and purpose of the Medicaid program, as opposed to the Uniform Probate Code or 
common law of trusts. MassHealth asserts that federal Medicaid law mandates a presumption that 
a self-settled, inter-vivos trust established by an applicant of spouse or funded with an applicant's 
assets is countable in an eligibility determination. MassHealth argues that appellant's analysis that 
the principal is not countable due to Clause 3.4 would ignore other provisions of the Trust that are 
inconsistent with this provision. MassHealth asserts that it is capricious to claim that appellant is 
not a beneficiary of the Trust because she is not deemed a beneficiary under Clause 1.2 when 
pursuant to Clause 4.1 the Trustee is mandated to distribute the net income of the Trust to the 
Grantor no less than quarterly. MassHealth argues that appellant~as Grantor is-·•the onlyV'ested .,.,.. 
beneficiary as she alone is entitled to mandatory distributions. As such, Clause 4.2 allows 
distributions of principal to and among any one or more of the beneficiaries as may be living from 
time to time. Wjth regard to the power of appointment, MassHealth argues that the fact that 
appellant can appoint the principal renders the interest of anyone other than the applicant named int 
eh Trust as a contingent beneficiary, laving the applicant the sole vested beneficiary of eth Trust, 
and is also evidence of a lack of divestment or interest in the Trust principal. MassHealth also 
reiterates that the Grantor's ability to convert principal to income demonstrates that the Trust fails 

·the "any circumstances.., test and renders the principal countable regardless of the distinction 
between an immediate or deferred annuity. 

Findings of Fact 

Based on a preponderance of the evidence, I find the following: 

1. Appellant entered a skilled nursing facility on September 22, 2011 . 

2. A MassHealth long term care application was submitted on her behalf on January 25, 2012, 
seeking MassHealth eligibility beginning November 9, 2011. 

1 Appellant counsel cites New York cases: Verdow v. Sutkowy, 209 FRD 309 (NDNY, 2002) and Spetz 
v. New York State Dep't. of Health, 737 N.Y.S . 2d at 524 (2002). 
2 MassHealth was allowed to respond specifically to appellant's memorandum. 
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3. On March 5, 2012, MassHealth denied appellant's MassHealth application due to assets in 
excess of program limits comprised of $367,299 in real estate held in trust and deemed 
countable to appellant (Exhibit 1 ). 

4. On June 17, 2004, appellant transferred her real estate consisting of her former home to the 
I 

Trust, with herself and two ofher children serving as Trustees. 

5. The Trust is an irrevocable trust and appellant is the Grantor of the Trust. 

6. Appellant's husband predeceased the creation of the Trust. 

Analysis and Conclusions of Law 

In the case at hand, there are no factual disputes; rather, the issues revolve around the interpretation 
of the language of the various Trust provisions involved. The trust is properly considered in the 
context of both state and federal law applying to trusts created after 1993, of which pertinent 
sections follow: 

Federal law at 42 U.S.C. 1396p (d)(3)(B)(i) states: 

In the case of an irrevocable trust, if there are any circumstances under which 
payment from the trust could be made to or for the benefit of the individual, the 
portion of the corpus from which, or the income on the corpus from which, 
payment to the individual could be made shall be considered resources available 
to the individual, and payments from that portion of the corpus or income 
(emphasis added). 

Regulation 130 CMR 520.023 applies to trusts or similar legal devices created on or after August 
11, 1993, and follows in pertinent part: 

(C) Irrevocable Trusts. 

(1) Portion Payable. 

(a) Any portion of the principal or income from the principal (such as interest) 
of an irrevocable trust that could be paid under any circumstances to or for the 
benefit of the individual is a countable asset. 

(b) Payments from the income or from the principal of an irrevocable trust 
made to or for the benefit of the individual are countable income. 

(c) Payments from the income or from the principal of an irrevocable trust 
made to another and not to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility resident are 
considered transfers of resources for less than fair-market value and are treated 
in accordance with the transfer rules at 130 CMR 520.019(G). 
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(d) The home or former home of a nursing-facility resident or spouse held in an 
irrevocable trust that is available according to the terms of the trust is a 
countable asset. Where the home or former home is an asset of the trust, it is 
not subject to the exemptions of 130 CMR 520.007(G)(2) or 520.007(G)(8). 

(2) Portion Not Payable. Any portion of the principal or income from the principal 
(such as interest) of an irrevocable trust that could not be paid under any 
circumstances to or for the benefit of the nursing-facility resident will be considered 
a transfer for less than fair-market value and treated in accordance with the transfer 
rules at 130 CMR 520.019(G). 

Following is a summary of the powers and provisions pursuant to the Trust3 : 

Clause 3 states that the applicant as Grantor, among other things: 
(3 .1) has the right to alter the order and number of successor trustees; 
(3 .2) reserved the power, exercisable at any time or from time to time, by written instrument during 
life or by will of the Grantor, or any codicil thereto, to appoint any part or all of the principal or 
income of the trust to any of the Beneficiaries, outright or upon trusts, conditions or limitations, as 
the Grantor may specify. This power shall include the power to make lifetime gifts; 
(3.3) Upon the death of the Grantor, the Trust shall be distributed to sucH one or more of the 
Beneficiaries, outright or upon such trusts, conditions or limitations, as the Grantor may appoint by 
express reference to this special power of appointment in a written instrument delivered to the 
Trustee or in the Will of the Grantor; 
(3.4) the Grantor does not retain any interest in the principal of the Trust; and 
(3.5) the Grantor does not reserve any right to amend or revoke any provision of the Trust. 

Clause 4.1 provides that during the lifetime of the applicant, the Trustee shall distribute Trust 
income to the Grantor no less than quarterly. 

Clause 4.2 follows: 

During the lifetime of the Grantor, the Trustee may distribute, to any one or more of the 
Beneficiaries as may be living from time to time, so much of the principal of the Trust Fund at 
such time or times and in such amounts and proportions as the Trustee, in the Trustee' s 
uncontrolled discretion, may deem advisable. 

Clause 5 governs distribution of Trust assets after the death of the Grantor. There is no 
acknowledgement in this provision of the power of appointment retained by the Grantor in Clause 
3.2. 

Clause 6 gives the Trustees wide powers to deal with Trust assets which may be exercised without 

3 The MassHealth attorney summarized the Trust provisions, and appellant counsel acknowledged that 
the summary is accurate. See Exhibits 5, 6, and the Trust at Exhibit 9. 
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notice to any beneficiary or leave of a court. In exercising these powers, any Trustee may act alone. 

Clause 6.1 gives the Trustee the power to invest and reinvest Trust property. 

Clause 6.4 provides that the Trustee may borrow money or other property and pledge or grant any 
interest in real or personal property of the Trust as security. 

Clause 6.5 provides that the Trustee may pay as income the whole of interest, dividends, rents or 
similar receipts from property. 

Clause 6.7 states that the Trustee may hold, purchase, dispose of or otherwise deal with life 
insurance, annuities, endowment policies or other forms of insurance on the life or lives of any 
beneficiary or beneficiaries ... for the benefit of any beneficiary of the Trust, and to pay the 
premiums and costs therefore from the principal or income of the Trust. 

Clause 6.11 provides that the Trustee may sell or divide real or personal property for distribution, 
and such determinations shall be conclusive. 

As the MassHealth attorney states, "Congress and courts have recognized and rejected the use of 
trusts as devices to shelter assets for the benefit of the family members while simultaneously 
obtaining taxpayer funded Medicaid benefits.4

" See Exhibit 5, p. 2. The Massachusetts Supreme 
Court and the Appellant Courts have provided guidance in the interpretation of the federal and state 
laws regarding trusts; thus, I conclude that the New York cases cited by appellant have no 
precedential value. While appellant" correctly notes that the court in Doherty v. Director of the Office 
of Meaicaid does recognize that assets held in trust can be so insulated as to render the assets non 
countable in a determination of Medicaid eligibility, the "any circumstances" test mandated by both 
federal and state law does effectively create a presumption that a self-settled, inter vivos trust 
established by an applicant or spouse or funded with an applicant's assets is countable in an 
eligibility determination.5 I find in this case, the Trust provisions, considered collectively,6 create 

4 
The MassHealth attorney cites and summarizes the holding in the following cases: Cohen v. 

Commissioner ofDiv. ofMed Assistance, 423 Mass. 399, 416 (1996) (explaining that the rule for self
settled trusts is addressed to an arrangement "concocted for the purpose of having your cake and eating it 
too), Doherty v. Director of the Office of Medicaid, 74 Mass. App. Ct. 439, 443 (2009) (Medicaid 
applicants are prohibited from receiving public health care assistance while also preserving assets for 
their heirs through the use of a trust which purported to cut off applicant's ability to access the trust 
principal), Victor v. Massachusetts Executive Office of health & Human Services, Mass. App. Ct. 1, 28 
Decision 09-P-1361 (July 21, 2010) (Court upheld the Agency's determination that a trust established by 
the applicant's husband during his lifetime but funded by the husband's Last Will & Testament, was 
nonetheless countable to the applicant in an eligibility determination; and Lebow v. Commissioner of 
Div. of Med. Assistance, 433 Mass. 171, 173 (2000), (Medicaid applicants are expected to deplete their 
own resources before obtaining assistance from the government). 
5 See Cohen, "if there is a peppercorn of discretion, then whatever is the most the beneficiary might 
under any state of affairs receive in the full exercise of that discretion is the amount that is counted as 
available for Medicaid eligibility." 
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circumstances in which the appellant can exercise discretion to access Trust principal, regardless of 
whether the Grantor intends to exercise that "peppercorn" or not. 

It is clear pursuant to Clause 4.1 that appellant as Grantor is a beneficiary of the trust, and under this 
clause the Trustee shall distribute net income at least quarterly. Under Clause 3.2, the Grantor 
reserved the power to appoint any part or all of the principal or income of the trust to any of the 
beneficiaries. A straight forward reading of this clause yields the possibility that appellant, as 
Grantor, reserved the power to appoint both principal and income to herself as !! beneficiary, 
regardless of the provision stated in Clause 3.4 that states that the Grantor does not retain any 
interest in the principal of the Trust at the time the Trust went into effect. This clause is not 
dispositive as whether or not the Grantor could access the principal; it speaks only to what the 
Grantor did not retain with regard to the principal. What the Grantor did reserve in Clause 3.2 is 
the power of appointment, which allows her to appoint trust principal to herself regardless of 
whether she retained any interest in Trust principal under Clause 3.4. As there is no specific 
provision prohibiting the Grantor from gifting the principal to herself through the power of 
appointment, the Trust fails the "any circumstances" test, and the Trust principal is countable. 

In an alternative scenario, the Trustees have the powers and authority under Clause 6, which 
notably may be exercised by just one Trustee, the Grantor herself or her children, to convert trust 
property to income, which could then be paid to appellant under Clause 4.1. No further 
consideration of the type of instrument, i.e., immediate or deferred annuity, is necessary or 
warranted as the analysis ends at the finding of Trustee discretion to access the principal for the 
appellant's benefit. Under either scenario the Trust fails the "any circumstances" test outlined in 
regulations above, and certainly results in a finding of more that a peppercorn of discretion to 
access Trust principal for appellant's benefit. No further analysis is necessary. The trust principal 
consisting of $367,299 in real estate is countable in an eligibility determination under 130 CMR 
520.023(C)(l )(a), within the context of 42 U.S.C. 1396p ( d)(3)(B)(i). 

The appeal is DENIED. 

Order for Mass Health 

None. 

6 See Doherty, a "clause may not be read in isolation; rather, it must be construed and qualified in light of 
the trust instrument as a whole." 
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Notification of Your Right to Appeal to Court 

If you disagree with this decision, you have the right to appeal to Court in accordance with Chapter 
30A of the Massachusetts General Laws. To appeal, you must file a complaint with the Superior 
Court for the county where you reside, or Suffolk County Superior Court, within 30 days of your 
receipt of this decision. 

cc: 

MassHealth Representative: Ms. Nancy Hazlett 

Thomas J. Goode 
Hearing Officer 
Board of Hearings 
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